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and executing cloud-based SAP solutions to 
build and implement auto-scaling solutions 
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Business Challenges

Solution Overview 

Variable workload patterns

Most SAP landscapes are designed for peak capacity. But the demand 
for compute resources is rarely a linear profile. It varies based on 
business requirement like month-end processes, year-end processes, 
payroll runs, etc. This implies, there are peaks and troughs, and troughs 
lead to significantly underutilised infrastructure.

Long procurement cycle
The challenge of long CAPEX and procurement cycle, in traditional 
hosting models, has forced organisations to over size infrastructure 
resources for SAP workloads.

Existing autoscaling solutions 
are inadequate
The existing autoscaling solutions are unable to cater for the dynamic 
installation / configuration process of SAP app servers (Application 
server registration, distinct images for each application server, unique 
configuration process)

HCL leverages its full-service SAP and cloud 
implementation experience to develop a 
unique auto-scaling solution, SmartScaling. It 
enables dynamic scaling of SAP application 
servers. It can be implemented in Microsoft 
Azure, AWS Cloud Platform as well as 
Google Cloud. Dynamic scaling is based on 
three key factors
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Pre-defined schedule 
(to factor for varying 
business loads)

Utilization levels of 
the current system

Ad-hoc requests from 
user/administrator



Solution Building blocks

SAP metrics like work process utilization, 
memory, number of background work process 
etc. are collected using OData GET services. 
For graceful user logoffs and user session 
terminations, OData PUT services register and 
unregister the application servers. 
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REST APIs 

Azure JSON file storage
Store configurable parameters which are read 
by Azure Functions. These parameters capture 
business process behaviour and schedules, 
user specific data, system and landscape 
specific information. 

Azure API and CLI

Azure App Service
Time triggered Python functions are deployed 
through Azure App Service

Azure Application Insights
Azure Insight is used for monitoring the App 
service execution and health of the solution

Azure VM Image
SAP application server images are stored here

Azure native services are used to start, stop 
and shutdown virtual machines 

SmartScaling 

Automatic Horizontal Scaling Solution for SAP app servers
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Salient Features

Benefits

Scalable - Leverages 
SAP-specific metrics to 
scale application servers

Flexibility - On Demand 
scaling both horizontally 
up and down

Efficient - The autoscaling 
process does not need any 
application downtime.

Fast - Launch and terminate 
a new app server on request 
within minutes

Agile – Ready to use 
service in <30 mins

Optimized - Pay per use 
hourly 

Use cases

We have listed a few use cases for our autoscaling solution. These are divided into two main 
categories that factor for a variety of different scenarios faced by SAP application estates.

Scheduled auto-scaling (Predetermined)
Predictable utilisation patterns where predetermined autoscaling schedules can be implemented

Payroll Processing

HR payroll runs are typically triggered every  
monthly between day -5 and day +2. 
Demand for compute resources is at its peak 
during this period, due to the data 
consolidation and reconciliation 
requirements (employment information, 
leave entitlement, timesheets, bonus and 
payroll tax calculations)  

Financial period closures

End of term (monthly, quarterly and year end) 
activities like GL reconciliation, balance sheet 
reconciliation, YTD reporting, cash flow 
reporting, bank statements reconciliation, 
accrual process, etc. require additional 
processing power

Supply Chain Processes

Activities that happen at the end of evevy 
month like inventory reconciliation, back 
-logged sales and purchase orders
clearance create a preddictable demand on
processing power

Stock replenishment

The fortnightly / monthly processes for stock 
replenishment in the logistics and 
manufacturing industry imposes peak 
demands on processing capacity. Similarly, 
monthly inventory reconciliation and pricing 
consolidation tasks also impose peak 
demands

25% Saving on manual
scaling model 80% Faster spinning of

application servers  30% Improved application
up-times
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Unscheduled auto-scaling (Automatic and dynamic)
The autoscaling solution caters for unpredictable compute capacity demands as well. 

Parallel batch job executions 
due to planned/unplanned downtimes

It is typical for queued up batch jobs to 
start competing for resources causing a 
surge in resource demand following a 
downtime or post completion of system 

Unplanned master data loads

Master data uploads for regulatory HR 
changes, tax law updates, product pricing 
changes, mass uploads from external systems 
using batch upload features, ad-hoc reporting 
using large datasets.  

Sizing gaps / Data growth

Continually growing datasets or user numbers 
can cause increased system response time 
leading to reduced user experience. The 
auto-scaling solution resolves such issues 
automatically until systems are right sized. 

Sudden and unpredictable spikes

Systems are normally sized based on factors 
such as utilisation levels, peak demand 
periods, and user volumes. Sudden and 
unexpected spikes can break applications. 
For e.g. a financial incident leading to a rush 
in ATM withdrawals, pandemic situation 
leading to increased online traffic and 
demand, etc. 

For more information, please email us at ITO@hcl.com

HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s 
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial 
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.

HCL s its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS), 
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to 
transform their businesses through o  in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process 

services and 
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides 
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements. 
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL 
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing, 
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability, 
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2020, HCL has a consolidated revenue of 
US$ 10 billion and its 159,682 ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries. For more information, visit 
www.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.com




